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Title Reference

• We will demonstrate that Variance Swaps reflect “conventional” financial markets
but in a distorted way akin warped mirrors.

• The title is also dedicated to the work of the late Peter Carr. Peter had made
references to financial markets as a hall of mirrors in the sense of symmetry that he
believed exists across the spectrum of positions and strategies, and by extension
the invariance that result from observing these symmetric relationships at the
appropriate level and across time.
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Ways to Bet on Volatility
•

Various Option Strategies
• Option theory has established well developed relationships between options and underlying
instruments – delta, gamma, etc. This provides for a natural extension of traditional factor
risk models and their application to options.

•

Volatility Swaps
• Much less treated topic in the theory of risk modeling. The modelers instinct is to resort to
option theory, implied volatility, and time series of implied volatility.

•

Variance Swaps
• The modeling equivalent of the Wild West. The quadratic relationship present here is
missing in option models as a conceptual resource, and the connection with the underlying
asset behavior remains obscure.
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Why the Interest In Volatility Bets
•

Not long ago, major institutional asset owners lost billions of dollars shorting variance swaps

•

The potential for economic recession (supply shortages, geopolitical tension, inflation, etc.)
provides a fertile ground for betting on volatility:
• It represents a departure from the mainstream natural average performance of the economy
• The potential for non-mainstream outcomes represents uncertainty which breeds a dispersion
in the cross-section of views of the magnitude of the outcomes
• One way to bet on these different views is to bet on the prospective outcomes themselves
• Another is to take a more measured approach which would involve an average of those
“divergent” outcomes – i.e. betting on the second distributional moment
• Interestingly, economic recoveries tend to generate less excitement in volatility betting as
they are viewed as return to the natural state of the economy
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Several Useful Relationships
•

There is a conceptual and empirical linkage between an underlying asset most recent performance
outcome and its projected volatility.

•

There is a conceptual relationship between an assets historical and projected volatility. All models
related to the GARCH approach build on this relationship.

•

There is a natural relationship between an asset most recent performance outcome and the
asset’s realized volatility.
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Asset Outcome and Projected Volatility
•

Primary relationship:
• Increased projected volatility reduces the utility of an asset and therefore depresses its price

•

Secondary relationship:
• A large negative asset shock may have an effect in the opposite causal direction
• It is a manifestation to the investor of its limited ability to predict results
• This may result of the investor increasing their projection of volatility
• The adjustment in volatility may be just a behavioral bias or a correct interpretation that the
large shock represents a shift in volatility regime
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Realized and Projected Volatility
•

All forecasts are an extrapolated estimate based in history. Therefore, projected volatility is
indelibly connected to past volatility, even if not identical.

•

There are various (actually, infinitely many) way to extrapolate the future from past data – GARCH,
exponential weighting, etc.

•

In the context of variance swaps, the meaning of projected volatility is our expectation what
realized volatility will be at the expiration of the contract.

•

Implied volatility from the option market expresses the market players expectation of future
volatility. ATM strike options are most suitable in this respect due to being most liquid and
therefore least subject to demand-supply imbalances reflected in the volatility smile.
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Back-testing Short Variance Swap
Short S&P500 Variance Swap Position Payoffs
(1978-2022)
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Back-testing (cont’d)
•

Input Data:
• Based on the variance of daily returns over 30-day periods of the S&P500
• Hypothetical fixed strike price
• Notional of $1 million

•

Frequency of occurrence
• Positive Outcomes: 286
• Negative Outcomes: 88

•

Average outcome value
• Positive Outcomes: $ 800.25
• Negative Outcomes: $ -2,613.00
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Variance Empirical Probability Distribution
Empricial Distribution of Historical Variance Time Series
S&P500: 1978-2022 (x-axis: percent return squared)
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Factor Risk Modeling Insight Emerges
•

The Question: How is the stochastic process of variance itself related to conventional risk model
factors?

•

We know how the return distribution of the asset underlying the variances is related to the risk
model factors

•

Variance is the square of standard deviation.

•

VIX, for instance, is a measure of the implied volatility (standard deviation) of an underlying asset.

•

It has been observed that the time series of the VIX have a correlation of -0.7 (and therefore a
stable beta) to the return of the underlying asset. We know how the return distribution of the
underlying asset is related to the risk model factors.

•

Can we use the beta of the VIX to the underlying to calculate a beta of the variance?
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Probability Distribution Origami
We want to map the projected N-period variance outcomes in one period
to the distribution of the next period underlying asset return outcomes.
We start with the return distribution of the underlying asset – allegedly
symmetric and close to normal
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Distribution Origami (cont’d)
Our intuition suggests that we have to “fold” the underlying asset return
distribution around the mean – variance is quadratic so both “x” and “-x”
asset outcomes should map to the same projected variance level.
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Distribution Origami (cont’d)
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Distribution Origami (cont’d)
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Distribution Origami (cont’d)

Wait... By folding the distribution in two we ended up with total
probability of 0.5 instead of 1. We have to adjust for that by increasing
the magnitude of probability densities…
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Distribution Origami (cont’d)

Wait... There is a quadratic effect of the relationship between the
underlying return distribution and the projected variance at the end of
the period. We probably need to stretch the outcomes….
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Distribution Origami (cont’d)

That looks better. Let’s try to put that intuition in a more specific
formulation of these relationships.
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Formulating a Model
•

The correlation of VIX with S&P500 returns is -0.7. Taking into consideration the standard
deviations of both time series, this equates of a Beta of approximately -2.5

•

The Beta of VIX to the underlying is independent of the magnitude of the underlying return
realization

•

What is the Beta of VIX-squared to the underlying?

•

Derivation:
• 𝛽𝛽𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 ≈ 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 (𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 )′ =
′

•

(𝛽𝛽𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 )2 = 2 ∗ 𝛽𝛽𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ∗ (𝛽𝛽𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 )= 2
∗ 𝛽𝛽𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 2 ∗ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈

The beta of variance is a function of the underlying return realization. This corresponds on the
stretching of the distribution in the last step of the origami “animation.”
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Formulating a Model (cont’d)
•

We have two choices… The first choice is to pick a point on the underlying asset distribution –
the average, one standard deviation, 90th percentile, etc. – and calibrate the beta of the variance
to that particular point. The further out form the mean the point, the higher the projected volatility
of the projected variance outcomes.

•

The second choice is to use the depicted relationship and “two-to-one” mapping to explicitly
construct the variance distribution and its higher moments.

•

We have already implemented the first approach and in the process of implementing the second
one. As users might know, Northfield files contain data for the higher moments of non-linear nonnormal instruments – information that gets incorporated in the portfolio risk estimate.

•

Note that the non-linear relationship to the underlying normal distribution explicitly defines that
the distribution of variance swap payoffs has a strongly non-normal distribution – a fact that we
have empirically observed.
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Leverage by Variance Swaps
•

There are two types of leverage represented by variance swaps

•

Implied leverage: the non-linear relationship between the underlying realizations and the outcomes
for projected variances acts like leverage – stretches the gains for one party and the losses for the
other

•

Explicit leverage:
• Traders often talk about “buying vol” – a jargon that has a baked-in options bias.
• One doesn’t simply buy volatility. Because no one sells volatility - by itself it is not a
product that offers earnings, dividends, interest coupons, etc. It’s a number.
• With variance swaps, one only bets on volatility.
• This bet requires a small upfront investment and disproportionately larger P&L and in that
represents a significant second layer of leverage.
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Leverage by Variance Swaps
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Summary
•

Variance Swaps are instruments that most of the time offer modest income to the party selling
insurance.

•

This may create the lull attitude which will unravel fortunes after some sporadic but extremely quick
events by generating outsized losses.

•

Therefore, taking positions in these instruments requires in-depth risk analysis that is based on sound
relationships and empirical evidence.

•

Exploring the relationships between volatility and the return of the underlying assets provides a fruitful
avenue to formulate a model of risk of variance swaps

•

The model can take the form of an appropriately chosen linear approximation or a full-blown estimation
of the variance swap payoff probability distribution.

•

One should never ignore the significance of the fact that variance swaps effectively represent two layers
of leverage
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Question and Answer Session
Emilian Belev, CFA, ARPM
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